InCord offers on-site installation.

InCord safety netting, fencing and theme solutions for zoo and botanical gardens are made of strong, long-lasting materials that are time tested for use in demanding environments. We offer a wide range of netting and rope to suit any design for safety and theme.

Our fencing and barrier netting includes a variety of colors in high tenacity polypropylene and solution dyed knotted polyester. We also offer a variety of ropes (1/4" to 1-1/4") including ProManila, manila, polyester, and polypropylene.

Suspension bridges and rope V-bridges are ideal for botanical gardens and zoos, providing an interactive feel for visitors as they walk suspended through a tree canopy or across a wildlife preserve.

Animal habitat and bird containment aviary netting is available for indoor or outdoor applications in mesh diameters between one and two inches with cord strengths up to 720 lb.

At InCord we have many years of experience working with architects and contractors for aquatic parks, botanical gardens and zoos. We offer technical advice to help you select the proper netting and hardware materials for your project.

InCord’s netting and rope products help to create nautical, rustic and natural themes while keeping visitors safe.
When we say custom – we mean netting systems designed specifically to meet your requirements.

- Choose from a variety of rope and netting styles, colors and sizes.
- Polyester ropes are UV stabilized with superior strength, durability and flexibility.
- ProManila has the look of natural manila but remains soft over time.
- Knotted Polyester netting has the look and feel and strength of natural fiber.
- Knotless Polypropylene netting uses a knitted construction to eliminate knots for a durable, soft and pliable feel.
- Netform™ 16 mm steel-reinforced rope provides all of the advantages of rope and steel cable.
- If you can dream it, we can make it.

P-820K
2 inch knotted mesh
1/8” diameter
Solution Dyed Tan Polyester

P-360K
3 inch knotted mesh
3/8” diameter
Solution Dyed Tan Polyester

N-815S
1-3/4 inch knotless mesh
3/16” diameter
High Tenacity Polypropylene

M-1250
2 inch knotless mesh
1/8” diameter
High Tenacity Polypropylene

Solution Dyed Polyester
Diameters: 1/2”, 5/8”
Colors: Black, White, Blue, Sand, Red

ProManila
High Tenacity Polyolefin Fiber
Diameters: 1/4”, 3/8”, 5/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”

M-1250 is available in a wide range of colors:

-02 White
-04 Blue
-05 Yellow
-06 Black
-08 Sand
-65 Gray
-MCBD (red, blue, yellow & green)